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T

his painting has long been misidentified as
a work by the French artist Jean-Baptiste Le Prince (1734-1781).
However, recent research has led to it being identified as a missing
painting by Le Prince’s pupil Jean-Baptiste Hilair. It is executed
in Hilair’s characteristic flowing brushwork, and is a fine and rare
example of his Turkish work.
In 1776 Hilair travelled to the Mediterranean alongside Marie-GabrielFlorent-Auguste, Comte de Choiseul-Gouffier (1752-1817). Identified as a
voyageur-philosophe in his official éloge, the Comte was not only a passionate
antiquarian but also wished to examine and explain the political situation in the
Aegean between the Ottoman Empire and Imperial Russia.¹ His subsequent
book, Voyage Pittoresque de la Grèce, ‘was a model of contemporary travel
literature’, which was illuminated by engravings after paintings by Hilair, of
which the present work is an excellent example.²
In Voyage Pittoresque de la Grèce the Comte discusses the scene in unusual
detail.³ It depicts a roadside coffeehouse that the travellers encountered on
their journey between Milas and Bodrum, where a Tartar messenger has
paused for refreshment. This was a key point on the Comte’s exploration of
ancient sites, as it is in the historic south-western Aegean region of modern
Turkey. Bodrum was formerly known as Halicarnassus, site of the Mausoleum
of Mausolus, one the Seven Wonders of the World. As the ancient capital
of Caria, Milas is similarly rich in history, with a remarkable twenty-seven
archaeological sites of note. In his text, the Comte praises Hilair’s ability
to faithfully capture the detail of the scene, and exotic details such as the
figures’ dress, the camels in the background, and the ramshackle nature of the

Jean-Baptiste Liénard, Route de Melasso à Boudroun, engraving after
the present work (Figure 1)

Jean-Baptiste Hilair, Oriental Landscape, Louvre, Paris (Figure 1)
coffeehouse which would have fascinated and appealed to a contemporary
French audience. In a similar vein, Hilair places a camel prominently in the
foreground of the Louvre’s Oriental Landscape (fig. 2).
Auguste Boppe, in his Les Peintres du Bosphore, considered Hilair to be
the artist who best understood the Levant amongst the early Orientalists.⁴
As already mentioned he was trained by Le Prince, and although the present
work reflects his teacher’s influence, especially its concern with conveying an
exotic and alien culture, it is unquestionably in Hilair’s distinctive style. This
is particularly evident in details such as Hilair’s treatment of trees, where the
thin, sinuous branches can be seen both in this Turkish work, and his painting
from his French period, such as the Louvre’s La Lecture. Hilair’s illustrations
to Voyage Pittoresque de la Grèce, contributed to the book’s huge success,
and so when the Comte later became the French ambassador in Istanbul,
he continued to employ Hilair. He also contributed illustrations for Tableai
General de l’Empire Ottoman, by the Armenian Mouradgea D’Ohsson, and as
Gaston Migeon has written, his work demonstrates a devotion to accuracy in
addition to an unusual sensitivity to the beauties of the East.⁵
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